A national juried exhibition of 15 emerging artists with disabilities.

Regardless of continent, country, or culture, over 6 billion people draw sustenance from the shared resources of our planet, repercussions for which are still unfolding. The In/finite Earth exhibit called artists to engage in the physical, emotional, and creative ties we share across our planet, and to present artistic perspectives that incorporate both the natural and built worlds, sustainability, and our collective future.

Featured artists:

Kristi Beisecker
Westley Cedeno
Mary Datta
Haylee Fucini-Lenkey
Emilie Gossiaux
Madalyne Marie Hymas
AJ Kiel
Sarah Langsam
Dallas Looman
LaAndrea Mitchell
Kristi Neilson
Kriston Poulson Gibbs
David Ross
Benazir Torres
Chris Willcox
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